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EXTENSIVE data on recombination in Escherichia coli, K —12 were
given by Lederberg (1947, p. 514). Using a somewhat unsophisticated
method of analysis he derived an approximate chromosome map
(p. 516). Bailey (1951), illustrating a test for differential viability in
bacterial genetics with a part of Lederberg's data, showed incidentally
that the segregation of V1'/ V1s was disturbed. It is therefore desirable
to reassess the original data, making due allowance for differential
viability effects.

The loci under consideration were shown by Lederberg to be
arranged in the order shown in fig. I.

B1 {B MJ Lac V1 [T L]
—! I I I I I—

Segment number: I 2 3
Recomb. fraction : A v

FIG. I.

The symbols used for the various loci are as follows :—
Nutritional requirements Bacteriophage resistance

B1 aneurin (thiamin) V1 resistant to Ti, T5
B biotin r indicates resistance
M methionine s indicates sensitivity
T threonine
L leucine "Sugar" fermentation

Lac lactose

+ indicates independence + indicates ability to ferment
— indicates a requirement — indicates inability

The actual order of the loci in brackets [BM] and [TL] is uncertain,
and these combinations are regarded as single units.

So far as the biochemical markers are concerned all the crosses
under discussion were of the type

B1-BMT-L- xB1B-M-TL
Prototrophs were recovered either from minimal media or from plates
supplemented with aneurin. In the former case recombination was
"compulsory" over both the segments B1 —[BM] and EBM] —rTL].
In the latter case recombination was obligatory only over [BM] —
[TL], and was "free" over B1 —[BM]. The "free" recombination
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fraction between B1 and [BM] is only of the order of io per cent.
(Lederberg, 1947, p. 513) and it is proposed to examine both cases
separately for evidence of interference.

As regards the other loci, Lac and V1, Lederberg gave data on
three of the four possible mating types. All the relevant material is
summarised in tables i and 2. The numbers (i), (2), () and (123)

TABLE ,

Free recombination over B1—[B M]

Mating types

Prototrophic types (recombinants)
B+M+T+L+(B1+ or B,j

(,) (2) (3)

557
(275)
134
(8)

9!
(•7)

(123)

10

(ps)
9

(24)
7

(i.)

Total

570

374

40!

B1-BM T—L- B1B-M-TL+
LacV x Lac+V1r .

LacV1' x Lack V .

Lac+V11 x LacV1' .

.

.

.

559
(279)
8o

(2I4)
102

(254)

244
(428)
151

(4o4)
201

(50.')

TABLE 2

Compulsary recombination over B1—[B M]

Mating types

Prototrophic types (recombinants)
B1BMTL+

(z)

387
(294)

6,

(59.0)
28

(239)

(2) (3) (123) Total

B1-B+MT-L-- B1B—M- T+L+
LacV1 x LcV, .

LacV,r x LacV1' .

Lac171 LV' .

.

.

.

602
(45.8)

145
(45o)

46
(39.3)

303
(23I)
107

(33'2)

37
(35.6)

22

(i•7)

9
(28)

6
(s.,)

1314

322

117

refer to recombination over the first, second, third on all three of the
segments shown in fig. i. The figures shown in brackets are, of
course, percentages. It should be observed that the figure of 303,
appearing in column 3 for the first mating-type in table 2, was wrongly
given in the original table as 203. The error was obvious on comparing
the actual numbers with the percentages, and Lederberg (personal
communication) tells me that 303 is correct.

The general procedure for estimating recombination fractions from
this sort of data in the absence of interference was discussed by Bailey
(1951). Similar method! can be used in the present instance, introduc-
ing additional parameters to represent viability effects. Let the
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recombination fractions for the three sub-segments of the segment of
compulsory recombination be \, jx and v as shown in fig. i. Further,
let the viability of Lack relative to Lac be u ; and the viability of
V1s relative to V1r be v ; the two viabilities being assumed to operate
independently. Then the expectations of the four kinds of prototrophs
for the first mating-type in tables i and 2 are as shown in table 3.

TABLE 3

Expectations for first mating-type

Mating type

Prototrophic types (recombinants)

(i) LacfV1r (2) LacV1 () LacV1 (123) LacV1

uvApv
xn1/Ri

B1B+MTL; LacV1
X

B1BMTL; LacfV,r
uA(i—)(i—v)

Xn1/R1
(r—A)(i—v)

xn1/R1
v(i—A)(i—14v

Xn1/R1

n1 is the total number of prototrophs from this type of mating and R1
is given by

R1 = uA(i —p(i —v)+(I —A)t(i —v)+v(I —A)(i —c)v+uvAcv.
Similar expressions can be written down for the other mating types.
This indication of the mathematical model adopted should be sufficient
to show the assumptions made. It is unnecessary to reproduce here
the computational details of the maximum likelihood scoring procedure
which was carried out in the usual way. The results obtained were as
follows.

Considering the data in table i first,we have the maximum likeli-
hood estimates, with attached standard errors,

= 1628+I3o per cent. u1 = IO38+O.O67= 2564+.J6I ,, = o•775+oo5I . (I)i 1970f136 ,, j
where the subscript i indicates results with free recombination over
B1 —[BM]. On the basis of the values given in (i) we can calculate
the expected numbers in the various classes and then derive a goodness-
of-fit x2. We find X2(4) = 551, based on four degrees of freedom;
this is not significant and implies a satisfactory fit. The Lac+/Lac'
segregation is clearly undisturbed, but there is a deficit of V1 organisms
compared with V1r.

Similar calculations performed on the data of table 2 yield the
results

= I795+I89 per cent. u2 = Io26±oIo4
I227h1±180 ,, v2=o784+oo5I . (2)= I953i.55 ,,

where the subscript 2 indicates results with compulsory recombination
over B1 —[BM]. This time the goodness of fit is not satisfactory with
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X2(4) 15•5. In spite of this, however, it is remarkable that none of
the estimates appearing in (2) is significantly different from the results
obtained in (i). It is perhaps not unreasonable to conclude that the
presence or absence of recombination over the segment B1 —[BMJ
has a negligible effect on the degree of recombination observed over
the segment [BM] —[TL] : for the loci represented in fig. i there is,
on the data available, no evidence of interference.

Owing to the poor fit of the results in (2) we are hardly justified
in pooling the information in (i) and (2). The recombination fractions
and corresponding map distances (derived from Haldane's formula)
for the segment [BM] —[TL] are shown in fig. 2 for the case of free
recombination over B, —{BM].

B1 [B M] Lac V1 [T L}
I I—

Recomb. fraction (per cent.) !63 256 197
Map distance (cM) 197 359 250

Fin. 2.—Chromosome map of Escherichia coli.

Comparing the map distances in fig. 2 with the corresponding values
given by Lederberg p. 516), i.e. 22, 38 and 20, we see that the
latter values were not entirely satisfactory, the estimate for V1 —[TL]
being particularly affected by disturbance due to differential viability.
Of course it should be mentioned that if there is appreciable inter-
ference—of Kosambi type, for example—then the map distances in
fig. 2 will all have been seriously underestimated.
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